DATALOGIC PRESENTS: THE NEXT GENERATION
FALCON X4™ - VALUE HAS A NEW MEANING
Bologna, 5 July 2018 - Datalogic, a global leader in the automatic data capture and process
automation markets, is pleased to announce the new Falcon™ X4 Mobile Computer: a legendary
device that reaches a new milestone in its track record of worldwide success!
With a choice of Windows® Embedded or Android™ operating systems, the Falcon X4 mobile
computer delivers the ultimate in ergonomics, intuitive user interface, computing and data capture
technologies, combined with best-in-class ruggedness. The pistol grip form factor has been conceived
for comfort with ergonomic trigger for intensive or long periods of scanning.
Datalogic’s mobile computer product line offers a wide range of devices suitable for any kind of indoor
and outdoor application. Ranging from full touch devices to keyboard devices, the Datalogic portfolio
provide state-of-the art technology and features such as wireless charging and high performance scan
engine, guaranteeing maximum value and unbeatable quality.
The logistics’ range of new mobile computers have been extremely successful in the past years and
has set a new standard in the market. From Skorpio X4 mobile computer, the best ergonomics on the
market, to the new Falcon X4, the reduction of operator fatigue is guaranteed with no compromise in
terms of reliability and robustness.
The outstanding user interface is guaranteed by the high visibility 3.5 inch color touchscreen display
and with the choice of 3 different keyboards, while the communication technologies feature improved
connectivity and coverage (superior Wi-Fi with MIMO antenna system and CCX v4 compliance;
Bluetooth® v4).
Under the hood, Falcon X4 boasts significant performance improvements – nearly 3 times faster CPU
than its predecessor, while more than 7 times faster at memory access.
The Falcon X4 mobile computer is the optimal choice for any application requiring reliable data
collection in mobility. Manufacturing environments can enhance work in progress, quality control,
traceability and intra-logistics operations. Similarly, Falcon X4 handles everything
warehousing/logistics requires for efficient day-to-day activities including: back office inventory
management, shipping/receiving, ordering, picking, put away, cycle counting, etc. It can be used as
well in Retail stores to ensure shelf-replenishment, price verification, stock management, inventory,
and order entry. Finally, Healthcare operations can achieve higher levels of efficiency using Falcon X4
for production control and inventory management.
Tom Burke, VP of Mobile Product Marketing of Datalogic commented: “The Falcon X4 mobile
computer has been designed to deliver the maximum Datalogic experience and technology for our
customers belonging to all four of our reference industries, in order to fulfill any needs: from store floor
to back office inventory; from warehouse management to distribution center; from 3PL to traceability in
intralogistics. As further commitment to our current customers, full backwards compatibility with Falcon
X3 accessories protects past investments.”

